Aboriginal Heroes Word Scramble

Unscramble each of the clue words. Copy the letters in the numbered cells to other cells with the same number.

Aboriginal Heroes

RAYM TOW-XEA LERAY

RUKMEPDACN

WIGLAKN FULOFBA

TAMHETW NOOC BECMO

AHMARG NEGEER

TMO NOTBOAGL

FOOTWROC

BYUFF NAISET-AIREM

LAENL PAPS

NASSU GURAKKL

HEILAJ HEARPR
(answer key)
Mary Two-Axe Early
Poundmaker
Walking Buffalo
Matthew Coon Combe
Graham Greene
Tom Longboat
Crowfoot
Buffy Saint-Marie
Allen Sapp
Susan Aglukark
Elijah Harper

Unscrambled word: Achieve